Reminder
Don’t wait! The RU deadline for applications for the Atelier Mondial residency is coming up April 15! Available for New York based artists, this great opportunity offers a fully funded six month residency in Basel, Switzerland.

RU Residency and Public Programs
April is a particularly busy month with six public programs and twelve incoming artists and curators. This brings the total number of RU residents to twenty four and creates the perfect framework for a rich and dynamic environment for exchange. You can find out about the full list of participants here.

We welcome the artists Jenny Brockmann (Germany), Debora Hirsch (Brazil/Italy), Matej Knežević (Croatia), Mads Lindberg (Denmark), Janine Mackenroth (Germany), Meriton Maloku (Belgium/Kosovo), Ana Montiel (Spain/Mexico), Siniša Radulović (Montenegro), and Gustavo Speridião (Brazil). And the curators Tiago de Abreu Pinto (Brazil/Spain), Danni Shen (New York/Hong Kong) and Ara Qiu (China).

Please join us for the following programs with RU artists in April:

- April 6, 6:30 pm - RU Talk: ACC Fellow Juju U discusses her practice with Yukie Kamiya (Director, Japan Society Gallery);
- April 12, 6.30pm - RU Talk: YVAA Fellows Siniša Radulović and Katarína Hrušková in conversation with the BRIC curator Jenny Gerow;
- April 19, 6.30pm - RU Exhibition: Collective motion an installation by Ginta Vasermane and Maciej Madracki (F.L.O.A.T.);
- April 25, 7pm - RU Exhibition: Escaping my corpse, an open rehearsal of a performance by Catarina de Oliveira.
- April 26, 6.30 pm - RU Talk: Javier Rodriguez discusses his practice with the independent film programmer Irena Kovarova;
- April 30, 1pm - Meet Over Lunch, with RU curator Tiago de Abreu Pinto who presents his latest project at the Reina Sofia Museum Library.

Other News:
We are thrilled that the Druze Israeli artist Fatma Shanan has been awarded a
residency grant by Artis for a 3 month residency at RU starting in May. Check out recent work by Shanan for her solo show at the Tel Aviv museum.

RU Public Programs

RU Talk: JUJU U in conversation with Yukie Kamiya

April 6, 6.30pm at RU

ACC fellow JUJU U and Yukie Kamiya, Director of the Japan Society Gallery examine different strategies employed in the visual representations of culture that the Seoul based artist applies in her practice.

READ MORE

Juju U: K2, mirror and mixed media, 11x38x2 inch

RU Talk: Siniša Radulović and Katarína Hrušková in conversation with Jenny Gerow

April 12, 6.30pm at RU

YVAA artists Siniša Radulović (Montenegro) and Katarína Hrušková (Slovakia/Germany) in discussion with Jenny Gerow, Curator at BRIC Arts and Media about their video and photography
RU Exhibition: Collective motion by Ginta Vasermane and Maciej Madracki (F.L.O.A.T.)

April 19, 6.30pm at RU

We invite you to experience the video installation *Collective motion* by F.L.O.A.T (Ginta Vasermane and Maciej Madracki) and their foray into social choreography as a metaphor for modernity, and mode of social order.

READ MORE

RU Exhibition: Escaping my corpse, by Catarina de Oliveira
April 25 RU: Performance starts at 7:15pm sharp

Join us this evening for an open rehearsal of the performance *Escaping my corpse* by Catarina de Oliveira, to follow the life of a ghost phyllium...

---

**RU Talk: Javier Rodriguez in conversation with Irena Kovarova**

April 26 at 6.30pm at RU

The Mexican artist, Javier Rodriguez, examines the influence of moving image and film on his practice with Irena Kovarova, curator of the annual New Czech Films series at BAMcinemathek.

---

**Meet Over Lunch: Tiago de Abreu Pinto**
April 30 at 1pm at RU

Join us over lunch to learn about Tiago de Abreu Pinto’s curatorial practice, his interests in literature and philosophy and interventions in museum libraries such as the recently conducted project “Untitled Libraries” at Reina Sofia library and Casa Encendida in Madrid.

READ MORE

RU Alumni News:

April 8: You are invited to the Queens Museum Open Studios to view new work realized by RU Alumni Ryan Kuo, Farideh Sakhaeifar and Dakota Gearhart. The open studios coincides with Mel Chin’s anticipated opening.
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